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PROPERTIES OF CENTER MANIFOLDS

BY

JAN SIJBRAND

Abstract. The center manifold has a number of puzzling properties associated with

the basic questions of existence, uniqueness, differentiability and analyticity which

may cloud its profitable application in e.g. bifurcation theory. This paper aims to

deal with some of these subtle properties.

Regarding existence and uniqueness, it is shown that the cut-off function appear-

ing in the usual existence proof is responsible for the selection of a single center

manifold, thereby hiding the inherent nonuniqueness. Conditions are given for

different center manifolds at an equilibrium point to have a nonempty intersection.

This intersection will include at least the families of stationary and periodic solutions

crossing through the equilibrium. In the case of nonuniqueness the difference

between any two center manifolds will be less than c, exp(c2A_1) with c, and c2

constants, which explains why the formal Taylor expansions of different center

manifolds are the same, while the expansions do not converge.

The differentiability of a center manifold will in certain cases decrease when

moving out of the origin and a simple example shows how the differentiability may

be lost.

Center manifolds are usually not analytic; however, an analytic manifold may

exist which contains all periodic solutions of a certain type but which may otherwise

not be invariant. Using this manifold, a new and very simple proof of the Lyapunov

subcenter theorem is given.

1. Introduction. The subject of bifurcation theory is the analysis of families of

nontrivial solutions which branch off the trivial solution of

(1.1) du/dt = Lxu + Nx(u).

Here u is an element of some Banach space H, Lx is a linear operator which depends

on A and Nx is a nonlinear function which is at least quadratic in u for u close to

zero.

A family of stationary solutions may bifurcate off the family of trivial solutions

(wA = 0) of (1.1) at those values of the parameter A0 for which L¡, has no bounded

inverse. In the case that Lx has a finite-dimensional kernel, the Lyapunov-Schmidt

method reduces (1.1) to a set of equations in a finite number of variables which can

be further analyzed with the Newton polygon method [49]. A typical example is the

so-called pitchfork bifurcation. Applications can be found in hydrodynamics (the

Taylor and Benard problems), in elasticity theory (buckling rods, plates etc.), in

chemical reactor theory and morphogenesis (spatially inhomogeneous concentration

distributions) and other disciplines.
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A family of periodic solutions may bifurcate off the family of trivial solutions at

parameter values A0 for which Lx has a pair of simple eigenvalues ± i. This can also

be formulated as: the operator d/dt — Lx has no bounded inverse in the set of

277-periodic functions from R to H. The Lyapunov-Schmidt method can be carried

out in this function space [31, 41] and typically yields a so-called Hopf bifurcation.

Applications of branching families of periodic solutions appear in hydrodynamics

(wavy vortices in the Taylor problem), in elasticity (flutter), in chemical and

biological reactor dynamics, etc.

In a number of recent applications of bifurcation theory the two methods which

have been described above do not give a complete description of the solutions of

(1.1) close to the bifurcation point. In many of these problems the necessary

reduction of the nonlinear problem (1.1) in the Banach space H to a problem in a

finite number of dimensions may be carried out following a new approach using

center manifolds. In this introduction we first define the center manifold and then

discuss some of its applications. Thereafter we shall outline the properties of the

center manifold which will be studied in this paper.

Definition 1.1. Consider the differential equation

(1.2) dv/dt = Lv + N(v)

on the Banach space B. Let B = Bx® B2, dim Bx < oo, L(B¡) c B¡ (i = 1,2) and

Re(spec(L!)) = 0, Oí Re(spec( L2 )). Then a Ck (k > 1) center manifold 5 is a

manifold which is invariant under the flow defined by (1.2) (i.e. consists of parts of

trajectories of (1.2)) and is of the form

(1.3) S = {(x,o(x)):x e U).

Here U is an open neighborhood of 0 in Bx and a is a k times continuously

differentiable function from U to B2.

The requirements on B, L and N and the smoothness results for a will be made

more precise in §2.

The equation (1.1) can be brought into the form (1.2) by supplying (1.1) with the

equation d\/dt = 0; we identify v = (u,\), B = H ® R, Lv = (Lx¡u,0) and N(v)

= (Nx(u) + Lxu — Lx u,0). Hence, the dimensions of the kernels of L and Lx

differ by 1.

The center manifold approach has in common with the Lyapunov-Schmidt

technique that it reduces the dimension of the problem from dim B to the dimension

of the center manifold, which is equal to the number of critical eigenvalues of L. It

has an advantage over Lyapunov-Schmidt in that the reduced problem (the flow in

the center manifold) still is a dynamical system, containing vital dynamical informa-

tion of the full problem, as witnessed by the applications which we now consider

briefly.

One example is found in the study of two-parameter dynamic bifurcation prob-

lems, as occurring for instance in reaction-diffusion theory [45] or in panel flutter

analysis [20, 4]. In this class of problems it may happen that for certain values of the

parameters the linear operator obtained from linearizing the partial differential

equations at a trivial solution has an eigenvalue on the imaginary axis. Usually this
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is a simple eigenvalue zero or a complex conjugate pair of imaginary eigenvalues so

that the Lyapunov-Schmidt theory suffices. There is a "doubly critical" parameter

pair, however, for which the critical eigenvalue zero has multiplicity two. The partial

differential equation is then reduced to a pair of ordinary differential equations in

the center manifold. There are parameter values close to the doubly critical parame-

ter point for which the trivial solution of this pair of ordinary differential equations

is a saddle point whose unstable and stable separatrix form a single (" homoclinic")

orbit. For nearby values of the parameters a periodic solution of very large period

branches off this closed orbit. For a complete description of this flow in the center

manifold see [2,4,45,48]; at this moment it suffices to remark that the standard

Lyapunov-Schmidt method is not capable of describing such behaviour. For related

work see [27].

Another example (historically the first) of the reduction of a partial differential

equation to an ordinary dynamical system in a finite-dimensional manifold is

provided by the analysis of the successive bifurcations of solutions of the Navier-

Stokes equations. A qualitative discussion was first given in [40]; much later the

analytical details of the reduction have been provided (see [22] and the references

therein). Recently, some effort has been put into the explicit computation of the

center manifold in this case [39].

Although the interaction between stationary and periodic solutions and the

occurrence of homoclinic orbits are the main reasons for introducing the concept of

center manifolds, another reason is the geometric clarity of the idea. Several authors

have been attracted by this geometric aspect of the center manifold and have treated

a partial differential equation which exhibits regular Hopf bifurcation by first

reducing it to an ordinary differential equation in the center manifold. As examples

of this approach we mention the investigation of periodic solutions in the Hodgkin-

Huxley model [15] and the periodic motion of a tube carrying a fluid [43]. Also, the

approach of the Hopf bifurcation in [5, 30] is along this line.

For other discussions and applications of the center manifold see e.g.

[4,12,18,19,24,25,36].
The center manifold can be used successfully in a variety of applications, like

those described above, but some of its properties, particularly the (non)uniqueness,

limited differentiability and (non)analyticity, are subtle and not yet fully under-

stood. This paper addresses questions regarding these properties, in particular:

(a) Existence. The question of existence has been settled by a number of authors,

e.g. [4,8,11,17,18,19,22,25,28,33], and this paper merely states (in §2) the basic

existence theorem. By means of preparation for that theorem, §2 also contains a

number of transformations and modifications of the original equation (1.2), leading

to an integral equation for the center manifold ((2.24), (2.25)). That equation will

serve as a starting point for §§3, 4 and 5. §2 concludes by an example of a very

simple bifurcation problem with a typical center manifold.

(b) Uniqueness. A center manifold may or may not be unique. Theorem 3.2 gives

sufficient conditions for a center manifold to be (locally) unique. Corollary 3.3

implies that all stationary points and periodic solutions belong to the intersection of
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all center manifolds. Some further remarks on the equivalence of flows on different

center manifolds, and on the unique determination of the full flow by the flow on

the center manifold, are given at the end of §3.

(c) Tangency. Definition 1.1 guarantees that when there is more than one center

manifold, they will all be tangent. Theorem 4.2 contains a much stronger result,

stating that the difference of two center manifolds is of the order exp(-cx_1)

provided the algebraic and the geometric multiplicity of the critical eigenvalues of

the linearized operator are equal. The difference is of the order exp(-cx~(2p + 1) ) in

the case that the size of the largest Jordan block related to a critical eigenvalue is

p + 1. Here c is some positive constant. This transcendental tangency explains why

the Taylor expansions of all center manifolds are the same.

(d) Differentiability. The example in §2 shows that even an analytic vector field

may not have a C°° center manifold. An earlier example was given in [46]. However,

by imposing conditions either on the vector field in a full neighborhood of the

singular point, or on the flow in the center manifold, the existence of a C00 center

manifold may be obtained. Theorems 5.1, 5.2 and 5.4 are of this type.

(e) Analyticity. Center manifolds are rarely analytical. This is illustrated by the

example in §2, and is highlighted by the expression exp(-cx_1) measuring the

distance between two center manifolds derived in §4. Analytic manifolds do play a

role, however, in the study of periodic solutions in the neighborhood of a singular

point, and this role is investigated in §§6 and 7. In particular, Theorem 6.3 gives

conditions to guarantee the existence of an analytic manifold containing all the

families of periodic solutions with period approaching a certain limit; that manifold

may otherwise not be invariant. To set the scene for Theorem 6.3, Theorems 6.1 and

6.2 contain some new results regarding the limiting behaviour of families of periodic

solutions whose periods either approach a limit or else go to infinity in a well-

controlled manner (possibly by period doubling). §7 deals with "subcenter mani-

folds", which are of importance when there is more than one pair of complex

conjugate imaginary eigenvalues. An important classical theorem by Lyapunov gives

conditions, mainly concerning the existence of an integral of motion, which guaran-

tee the existence of an analytic one-parameter family of periodic solutions associated

with each such pair of eigenvalues. Theorem 7.1 is essentially Lyapunov's theorem,

now with a very short proof showing that in this case the two-dimensional analytic

manifold introduced in Theorem 6.3 is invariant and filled by periodic solutions. §7

further analyzes the subcenter manifolds and concludes by a number of examples

stressing the properties which make them stand apart from center manifolds.

Finally, §8 consists of a collection of technical proofs of various results from the

preceding sections.

In order to illustrate the properties of center manifolds with model examples

which are as simple as possible, all such examples in this paper will be chosen from

the domain of ordinary differential equations. The results in §§2-5 are stated for

differential equations in general Banach spaces; on the other hand, there are

applications of center manifolds which do not fit into the framework presented here

and which require an additional effort to assure some convergence properties (see
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the remark following equation (2.9) and [18, 45]). The subject of §§6 and 7 seems to

be relevant mainly for finite-dimensional applications, so we have restricted the

statements in these sections to the finite-dimensional case.

2. Existence of the center manifold and an example of typical center manifold

behaviour. In this section we formulate more explicitly the assumptions concerning

the differential equation and we write down a number of modifications of this

equation which put it into the form (2.24), (2.25), which is suitable for proving the

existence of a center manifold. Most details of the existence proof itself are omitted

as they can be found in numerous places in the literature [4, 8, 11, 17, 18, 19, 22, 25,

28, 33]. The modifications as well as the formulas (2.24), (2.25) will be needed in

later sections for reference. This section concludes with an example of a center

manifold for a simple bifurcation problem, exhibiting the rather typical behaviour of

center manifolds to be discussed in §§3-5.

We consider a differential equation in the Banach space B:

(2.1) du/dt = Lu + N(u).

Here L is a linear operator on B and N is at least quadratic, i.e. there is a constant K

such that for ||w|| small enough,

(2.2) ||/V(M)||</q|M||2.

In definition (1.1) we decomposed B into L-invariant subspaces such that the

restriction of L to B2 had no eigenvalues with real part zero. In this section we want

to distinguish further between the subspaces associated with the eigenvalues with

positive and negative real parts. So we suppose that B can be decomposed into three

Banach spaces

(2.3) B = Bx® B2® B3,

such that

(2.4) L(Bj) c B,.

Define

(2.5) L, = L\B        (/ = 1,2,3).

We are able to split (2.1) into

(2.6a)                    dux/dt = Lxux + nx(ux, u2, u3)

(2.6b)                   du2/dt = L2u2 + n2(ux, u2, u3)

(2.6c)                    du3/dt = L3u3 + n3(ux, u2, u3)

We make the following assumptions on B¡, L¡ and n¡:

(A¡) dim Bx < oo.

Remark. This implies that for given u2 and u3 the equation (2.6a) represents an

ordinary differential equation.

(ux^Bx),

(u2£B2),

(u3&B3).
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(A-) There is a real number 8 > 0 such that

(2.7a) Re(spec(L,)) = 0,

(2.7b) supRe(spec(L2)) < -5,

(2.7c) infRe(spec(L3)) > 8.

(Ain) L2 generates a semigroup eLl' on B2 which is differentiable for t > 0; L3

generates a semigroup eL}' on B3 which is differentiable for / < 0; moreover, there is

a constant c > 0 such that

(2.8a) lle^V*,-*,) < ce~*'       (< > °)>

(2.8b) Ik*"!*«,-»,^«"       (f<0)'.

(Ajv) The functions n¡ map B into 5,. and

2

(2.9) ||«,("l, «2» «3)l|fl, < Kl|(«l> «2> "3)L-

Remark. For some applications (the Navier-Stokes equations, for instance) the

assumptions (2.4), (2.8a,b) and (2.9) are too restrictive. These applications have to be

dealt with by introducing intermediate spaces B2 (0 < a < 1) such that

(2.10) B2cz B? c L(B2),

(2.11) \\eL'J\WiB2^n)<ce-s</ta

and

2

(2.12) ||«2(hi' ui- m3)I|z.(s2) < K\\{ux, u2, m3)||b«.

For an extensive treatment of the center manifold problem under these circum-

stances, see [18].

Let us now suppose that system (2.6) possesses aC1 center manifold at the point

u = 0. Following Definition 1.1 this manifold is a set of the form

(2.13) {("W«iW«i)):«ie U),

where U is an open neighborhood of 0 in B¡ and where s, is a Ck function from U to

B, (i = 2, 3). We shall derive a formula for s,(x).

Let ux(t0) g U and suppose that the wrcomponent of the solution of (2.6) remains

inside U for f0 < t < t. Using the invariance property of the center manifold, we

have

(2.14) s2(ul(t)) = u2(t) = e'^'-^s2(ux(t0))

+ f'e^'-^n2(ux(r),s2{ux(r)),s3(ux(r)))dr.

By choosing t = 0 and taking the limit for t0 -> -oo we obtain

(2.15) i2(«iv0)) = f '"^(«iW. Í2(«i(t)), í3(«i(t») dr.
■'-oo

Similarly, for i3 we obtain

(2.16) *3(*(0)) = - reL^n3(ux(T), s2(ux(t)), s3(ux(r))) dr,
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while ux(t) has to satisfy for -oo < t < oo,

(2.17) dux/dt = Lxux + nx(ux, s2(ux), s3(ux)).

This kind of formulas for s2, s3 was first written down in [6 and 35].

Taking the limit t0 -* ± oo makes sense only if (i) the solution of (2.17) exists on

the entire r-axis, (ii) the integrals in (2.15) and (2.16) converge, (iii) the quantity

s2(ux(t0)) remains bounded when t0 -> +oo. Because these requirements are not

met by arbitrary nonlinearities n¡ (i = 1,2,3) we modify the differential equations

(2.6) as follows (cf. [14, p. 612]).

Let x: [0, oo) -» R be a C°° function with the additional properties

(2.18a) 0<x(«)<Í    forallt;>0,

(2.18b) x(«) = l    for all v g [0,1],

(2.18c) x(v) = 0    for all t; g [2,oo).

Let e be an arbitrary positive parameter. Consider the equations

dux/dt = LjU, + nx(ux, u2, k3)x(||«iIIA)>

(2.19) du2/dt = L2u2 + n2(ux, u2, w3)x(lKI!A)^

du3/dt = L3u3 + n3(ux, u2, «3)x(ll«illA)-

If we now repeat the procedure indicated by the equations (2.14)-(2.17) for the

system (2.19) rather than (2.6), we find that the requirements (i) and (ii) are fulfilled.

If we search for a global center manifold St of (2.19), i.e.

(2.20) Se= {(ux,s2,F(ux),s3Jux)):ux^Bx},

where s2 f and s3 c are defined and bounded on all of Bx, then requirement (iii) will

be met as well.

If SF is a center manifold of (2.19) of the kind (2.20), then the restriction of 5f to

U n DF (where Dt is the ball of radius e around 0 in Bx) is a center manifold of (2.6).

We perform a scaling

(2.21) ux = ex,        u2 = Ey,        u3 = Ez,

(2.22) Sj^ux) = eoj(x;e)

and

(2.23) «,.(«,, u2, «3)x(ll"illA) = egj{x, y, z; e).

The modified and scaled version of (2.15), (2.16), (2.17) now becomes

/o e-'-2Tg2(x(r; |, 0, e), a(x(r; f,o, e); e); e) d-r,

(2-24) 7«
a,(í; e) = - /    e~L>Tg3(x(T; ¿, a, e), o(x(r; ¿, a, e); e); e) dr,

where x(t; |, a, e) is the solution of

(2.25) dx/dt = Lxx + gx(x,o(x;E)\£),       x(0) = £.

In the argument of g, we have abbreviated the pair a2, a3 by a.

We summarize the analysis of this section up to this point: if 5f is a global center

manifold of (2.19) and the functions s2e and s3 f in (2.20) are bounded on Bx, then

the corresponding scaled functions a2(£, e) and a3(¿; e) satisfy (2.24), (2.25).
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Conversely, if (2.24), (2.25) possesses a bounded solution a2(£; e), a3(£; e) defined

for all £ G Bx, then the functions s, c(ux) from (2.22) define a center manifold of

(2.6) for ux g U n Z)E. This can be concluded from the autonomous character of

(2.25):

(2.26) x(t + t; £, a, e) = x(t; x(r; £, a, e), a, e)

whence

(2.27) o(x(;;{,cr,e);e)- [' e-L^-,)g2(x(s; |, a, e), a(x(j; ¿, a, e)); e) <fc.
■'-oo

The right-hand side of (2.27) is differentiable with respect to / and its derivative is

(2-28) L2a(x; e) + g2(x,a(x; e); e),

which implies that the solution of (2.24), (2.25) defines an invariant manifold indeed.

The tangency property follows easily from (2.9) and (2.23).

We now define some function spaces which are useful in the search for the

solution of (2.24), (2.25). Finally, we state the main theorem of this section which

establishes the existence and regularity of a solution of (2.24), (2.25).

Definitions, (i) S(*' is the space of k times continuously differentiable functions

from Bx to B2 + B3 with norm

(2.29) \\a\\k = sup{ E
i-0

"A

*'W *1

(ii)

(2.30) Sj,*)-{«6 2<*):||a||4<Ä}.

(iii)

(2.31) 2£} = {a g 2(RA): Vxx,x2 g Bx:

\\dka(xx)/dxk - dka(x2)/dxk\\ < /||x, - x2||}.

Theorem 2.1. Let B,. L¡ and n¡ be defined in (2.3) and (2.4) and let nj have

derivatives of order up to k (k > 1). Let assumptions (A¡_iv) be satisfied. Suppose that

there are real functions r¡(8) such that, for all v, w G B with \\v\\ < 8 and\\w\\ < 8,

(2.32) \\dkn,(v)/duk - dkni{w)/duk\\ < r,{8)\\v - w\\       (i = 1,2,3).

Moreover, assume that there are functions p¡(8) which tend to 0 when 8 approaches 0

and for which

(2.33) \\n,(v)-nl(w)\\^p,(8)\\v-w\\.

Then there are positive numbers e0, R, I such that for e g (0, e0) the set of equations

(2.24), (2.25) has a unique solution a G 2(/}.

Proof. The proof concerns the operator TF defined by

(2.34) (7/0(1) = i/° e-'sg2(x(r; |, a, e), o(x(t; £, a, «)); e) di,

r 00

J   e'^'&W'''; ^ a- e)' o{x{t; ¿, a, e)); e) dr)
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where x(t; |, a, e) is the solution of (2.25). Using Kelley's techniques [25, proofs of

Lemmas 4 and 5] (see also [33]), which are easily adapted to the use of Lipschitz

spaces, one is able to prove that:

1. For every / > 0 we can choose e0 and R so small that, for all e with 0 < e < e0,

(2.35) rts<ysa.
2. For every / > 0 we can choose e0 and R so small that (2.35) is satisfied and Tc is

a contraction in 2^,.

3. For every / > 0 we can choose e0 and R so small that there are numbers

Rx,...,Rk such that for all e, 0 < e < e0, Tc maps the set

(2.36) 2%],n^l,n '..nEJft

into itself and Te is a contraction on this set.

Point 2 proves the existence of a unique center manifold of (2.24), (2.25); 3

supplies the regularity of this manifold. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.

We conclude this section by an example of a bifurcation problem with a center

manifold which exhibits some of the properties which we want to deal with in the

sequel.

Consider the set of equations

(2.37a)

(2.37b)

(2.37c)

dx/dt = Xx — x'

dy/dt = -y + x2

dX/dt = 0.

In this example, Bx is the (x, X)-plane and B2 is they-axis. For every fixed X we can

study the phase plane of the pair of equations (2.37a), (2.37b); see Figure 1.

For A0 < 0 the trivial solution is a node and the solution (x, y) = (X0, X20) is a

saddle point. For \0 g (-1,0) all trajectories which approach the node for t -» oo

are tangent to the line X = X0,y = 0, jcgR.

y>o

X>0

x>0

Figure 1
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For X0 > 0 the trivial solution is a saddle and the solution (x, y) = (X0, X20) is a

node. There has been an "exchange of stabilities" at the bifurcation point X = 0. For

X0 g (0,1) all trajectories which approach the node for t -* oo are in the plane

X = X0 and tangent to the line through the node with slope 2À0(1 — X0)_1.

A center manifold of (2.37) will be a manifold of the form

(2.38) S= {(x,X,o(x,X)):(x,X)<= U},

where U is a neighborhood of 0 in the (x, À)-plane and a is a mapping from U to the

y-axis.

On the quadrant x < 0, À < 0 the function a is uniquely determined; here 5

coincides with the unstable saddle séparatrices. On the quadrant x > 0, X < 0 we are

free to take any of the trajectories which approach the nodes for t -» + oo. On the

domain X > 0, x < X, S is unique and, for X > 0, x > X, it is not.

We conclude: in every neighborhood U of 0 there are subneighborhoods where S

is unique and others where S is not unique. We call this property local (non)unique-

ness of center manifolds.

We now study the differentiability of a. From (2.37a), (2.37b) we get

(2.39) (A* - x2)(da/dx) = -a + x2.

The solution of this singular equation near x = 0 can be written as

oc

(2.40) a(x,X)=  £ a„(X)x" + c
n = i

provided A"1 is not an integer.

Now let À < 0. The coefficient c is arbitrary, which represents the fact that many

trajectories approach 0. For one value of c (say cs(X)), (2.40) represents the saddle

separatrix which connects the two singular points.

The coefficients an(X) are determined from the recurrence relation (nX + l)an =

an-\ (n > 3) and from a2 = (2X + I)'1. The radius of convergence of the series is

|X| and for x = X the series diverges. This implies that

(2.41) c,(\) + 0.

Another way to reach this result is to write down the variation of constants formula

for the solution of (2.39); after some partial integration one obtains

(2.42) c,(A) = (-D"T1^ • a/V+1/*0 - nY"-VXdV,

where n is such that -1 < n + 1/X < 0.

From (2.41) we conclude that for given X0 < 0, Xq1 not an integer, the function

a(x, X0) consists of an analytic part plus a term which behaves like x"1/x° near

x = 0. This means that a(x, X0) is no more than entier(-l/X0) times continuously

differentiable in the point (x, X) = (0, X0). So along the line of nodes there is a

singularity in an ever higher derivative of a when we approach 0: we conclude that

there does not exist a C°° center manifold of (2.37), and a fortiori no analytic center

manifold.

If X"1 is an integer, then the term c|(X - x)x~l\x"' does no harm at x = 0, but then

the power series contains a term of the order xNlog x,N= -X"1.

V"
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3. Uniqueness, nonuniqueness and local uniqueness of center manifolds. In this

section we study dynamical systems with many center manifolds and the influence of

the modification of a dynamical system outside a neighborhood of zero on the center

manifolds of that system.

We first give some examples showing that this modification leads to a unique

(global) center manifold of the modified system. Then we show (Theorem 3.1) that

for every single center manifold there is a modification of the dynamical system

making that center manifold the unique global one. In Theorem 3.2 we conclude that

solutions which stay in a neighborhood of zero in a center manifold do not feel this

modification and are therefore contained in every center manifold. This is one of the

properties which makes the center manifold useful for applications.

Anosov (see [25]) gives the following simple dynamical system:

(3.1) dx/dt = x2;       dy/dt =-y.

The trajectories in the phase plane are the curves y = ael/x, where a is an arbitrary

real parameter. If U is an open neighborhood of 0 in R, then every manifold Sa is a

Cx cenier manifold of (3.1), where for a g R,

(3.2) Sa = {(x,ael/x):x g U, x < 0} U {(x,0): x g U, x > 0}.

This example clearly shows that center manifolds are not always unique; the more

complicated dynamical system (2.37) is another example of this phenomenon.

Next, we study the dynamical system

(3.3) dx/dt = x: dy/dt = -y + x2

This system has the same topological properties as (3.1) but it serves better to

illustrate the effect of a cut-off function. Let x: [0, oo) -* R be a C°° function as

defined in (2.15), i.e.

0<x(^)<l forallu>0,

x(v) = l for all v g [0,1],

X(f) = 0    forallt; g[2,co).
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x = 1    x = 2

Figure 3

The trajectories of (3.3) as well as those of the modified system

(3.4) dx/dt = x\(\x\);       dy/dt=-y + x2X(\x\).

appear in Figure 2.

Clearly, there is a unique global center manifold (i.e. defined for all x, compare

(2.20)) of the modified system. The cut-off function has forced this uniqueness upon

the system (3.4) and it has enabled us to prove existence of a center manifold using a

contraction argument in the proof of Theorem 2.1.

A slightly more complicated situation arises in the following example (which we

treat here for later reference):

(3.5) dx/dt = x3 - yx;       dy/dt = -y + 2x2.

In Figure 3 we display the right-hand side of the phase portrait of (3.5) (the

left-hand side is its mirror image) as well as the corresponding picture of

(3.6) dx/dt = (x3 - yx)x(\x\);        dy/dt = -y + 2x1X(\x\).

Again, the cut-off function has forced the uniqueness of a global center manifold.

The modified system has the additional feature of a stationary point which bears no

relation with the first zero (at x = 2) of the cut-off function.

It will be clear from the above examples that a different function x will generally

give rise to the selection of a different center manifold. The following theorem is sort

of a converse of this remark; we need it for several proofs in this section and in the

next one.

Theorem 3.1. Consider the system (2.6); suppose that the assumptions (A¡_iv) in §2

are satisfied and that, additionally, n,g Ck (k > 1). Let S be a given Ck center

manifold of (2.6):

S = {(ux,sx(ux),s2(u2)): ux G U}.

Here U is a neighborhood ofO in B\. Then there is a system

dux/dt = Lxux + ñx(ux, u2, u3)        (ux G Bx),

(3.7) du2/dt = L2u2 + n2(ux,u2,u3)        (u2 G B2),

du3/dt = L3u3 + h3(ux, u2, u3)        (u3 G B3),
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and a neighborhood Ù c Usuch that the Ck~1 functions «, coincide with n¡for ux G Ü

and hj = 0 for ux outside U, while (3.7) has a unique global center manifold S.

Moreover, the restrictions of S and S to U coincide.

Proof. Let Ux be a neighborhood of 0 in Bx such that Ux c U. Let if/: Bx -* R be

a C°° cut-off function such that \p = 1 inside Ux and \p = 0 outside U. Introduce a

global transformation of coordinates on B by

vx = ux,

(3.8) v2 = u2- s2(ux)^(ux),

v3 = u3- s3(ux)^(ux).

Following [33, proof of Lemma 1] we find that the resulting differential equations

for vx, v2, v3 have right-hand sides in Ck_1 and possess a (not necessarily unique)

local center manifold

(3.9) S*= {(vx,0,0):vx^Ux}.

Choosing now a neighborhood U2 of 0 in Bx, U2 c Ux and cutting off the equations

for vx, v2, v3 in the same fashion as (2.19) by another C°° function x such that x = 1

inside U2 and x — 0 outside Ux, we end up with a dynamical system for vx, v2, v3

with a uniquely determined globally defined center manifold

(3.10) S= {(vx,0,0):vx^Bx}.

Now transforming this dynamical system back to ux, u2, u3 coordinates by means of

(3.8) we turn S into the desired manifold 5 and produce the right-hand sides

h, g C*-1. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.

We shall use Theorem 3.1 combined with the contraction mapping argument from

the proof of Theorem 2.1 to give a new and simple proof of the following theorem;

for a discussion of alternative proofs see the remark at the end of this section.

Theorem 3.2. Consider the equation (2.6), where L¡, B¡, n¡ (i = 1,2) satisfy

conditions (A¡_iv) in §2, with n, g Ck (k > 1), and suppose that L has no eigenvalues

with positive real part, i.e. B3 = {0} and

(3.11) dux/dt = Lxux + nx(ux, u2),       du2/dt = L2u2 + n2(ux, u2).

Suppose that aA and aB are Ck functions from a neighborhood U of Q in Bx to B2 such

that

(3.12a) SA= {{x,oA(x)):x^U}

and

(3.12b) SB= {{x,oB(x)):x(E U)

are center manifolds o/(3.11). Let ux(t) denote a solution of

(3.13) dux/dt = Lxux + nx(ux, aA(ux)).

Then there is a neighborhood U' c UofO such that

(3.14) {"i(0: -oo < ? < 0} c Í/'

implies

(3.15) aA(ux(t)) = aB(ux(t))   for all t, -co < / < 0.
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Remark. This theorem can be readily verified for the examples (2.37), (3.3) and

(3.5) where the center manifold is indeed unique precisely there where the trajecto-

ries stay close to the singular point for t -* -co.

Proof of Theorem 3.2. By Theorem 3.1 there is a modification of (3.11) and a

neighborhood U' c U such that S^, is a submanifold of the globally unique center

manifold of

(3.16) dux/dt = Lxux + «,(«,, u2),       du2/dt = L2u2 + ñ2(ux, u2).

From the contraction property of the operator Tc defined in the proof of Theorem

2.1, the iteration

(3.17) a<"+1>(|) =  f° e-L^ñ2{ux(r; a<">), a<">(Ml(r; „<">))) dr
■'-oo

with ux(t; a) the solution of

(3.18) dux/dt = Lxux + ñx(ux,a(n)(ux));    ux(0) = £,

converges to as(£) if ||a(0)|| is small enough and £ G U'. Now let us start this

iteration with a(0) = aA. By the assumption (3.14) made on the solution of (3.13) we

have, for £ = ux(0; aA),

(3.19) o^U) =   i* e-L^n2(ux(r; aA), aA(ux(r; aA))) dr
•'-oo

= f° e-L»(d/dr - L2)oa(ux(t; aA)) dr = oA(t).
•'-00

Hence, all iterands a(n)(£) are equal to oA(£) which implies that afi(£) =

hm,^00a^a) = oA(è).

Theorem 3.2'. (i) // the linear operator L in (2.1) does not have eigenvalues with

negative real part, then the statement (3.15) holds if

(3.20) {ux(t):0 < / < oo} c Í/'.

(ii) If L has eigenvalues with negative and positive real parts, then (3.15) holds if

(3.21) .{"i(0: -oo < t < oo} c U'.

Corollary 3.3. Every center manifold contains all stationary points and periodic

solutions which are close enough to 0 (see also [4, 27]).

Remark 1. An alternative proof of Theorem 3.2 can be constructed by first

proving the existence of a collection of smooth fibers which are transversal to every

center manifold and which are transported by the flow of (3.11), while the flow in

each fiber is exponentially attracting for t -* + oo with approximately the rate

prescribed by the eigenvalues of L2 [4,8,12,34,36]. For t -* -oo the flow in the

fibers is expanding and for solutions which remain bounded for all negative t this

implies that the corresponding fibers intersect with at most one center manifold.

Remark 2. In [34, §4c] it is shown by means of the techniques mentioned in the

previous remark that the flow on the center manifold uniquely defines the full flow

of (2.6) in a neighborhood of 0, i.e. the flow determined by (2.6) with initial values

also outside the center manifold. More precisely, it is shown that two different
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dynamical systems, which have center manifolds on which the flows are "equivalent"

in a certain sense, have "equivalent" flows in a full neighborhood of 0.

Remark 3. The same invariant foliation techniques might be useful in proving

that the flows on two different center manifolds of the same dynamical system (in

the case of nonuniqueness, of course) are equivalent.

Remark 4. The formulation of Theorem 3.2 does not exclude the existence of

solutions of (3.11) which are bounded for all t < 0 but whose orbit is not contained

in any center manifold. This situation will be proved to be impossible as a special

consequence of the analysis in §8.2.

4. The order of tangency of two center manifolds. In this section we prove that the

difference between two center manifolds aA(x) and aB(x) is of the order exp(-c/||x||)

provided that the algebraic and geometric multiplicities of the critical eigenvalues are

equal. In the case that these multiplicities are not equal the difference is of the order

exp(-c/\\x\\l/(2p+l)), where p + 1 is the size of the largest Jordan block related to a

critical eigenvalue. Similar estimates hold for the derivatives of center manifolds.

In both cases the difference is smaller than any order \\x\\N; this was concluded

from an entirely different analysis in [11 and 51, Theorem 9.1]. It explains why the

formal Taylor expansion for all center manifolds is the same.

In this section we first give a heuristic treatment and we then formulate the precise

results.

Consider the case of a dynamical system (2.6) with B3 = {0} (i.e. there are no

eigenvalues with positive real part). A center manifold S of the form S = {(ux, o(ux)):

ux G Bx} will satisfy

(4.1) a(í) =   f e-l^n2(ux(r; |), o(ux(t; €)))x'(||«i(t; Oil) dr.
•'-oo

Here for t ^ 0, ux(t; £) is the solution of

(4.2) dux/dt = Lxux + nx(ux,a(ux))x(\\ux\\);        ux(0) = £.

Usually different cut-off functions x» say Xa and Xb> will lead to different

solutions for a, say aA and aB (compare §3).

We now discuss two ways to estimate the difference between aA and aB.

The first point of view is the following. Let t0(£) be the first negative value of t for

which X/t(llMi(?; Oil) * Xfl(llMi('; Oil)- Tne integrands in (4.1) will be slightly
different for t0 < t < 0 due to the fact that a appears explicitly, but the main

difference between aA and aB will be caused for values of t smaller than tQ, so,

roughly,

(4.3) oA(t) - oB(t) « f'° e-^n2(XA - Xa) dr.
•'-oo

Using (2.8a) we have oA(£) - as(£) = 0(es'0). Of course, t0 depends on the initial

value ¿. For example, if (4.2) is as simple as iix = -u2, ux(Q) — | > 0 with solution

ux(t) = ¿(1 + £/)~\ then t0 will be of the order -£_1 and so

(4.4) oAU) - oBU) = O(exp(-const/0).
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A second point of view will now be discussed. We apply the transformation

x = «,; w = u2 — aA(ux). System (2.6) now obtains the form

(4.5) dx/dt = Lxx + hx(x,w),       dw/dt = L2w + h2(x,w),

where h2(x, 0) = 0. Let x0 g Bx be arbitrary and let (x(t; x0), w(t; x0)) be the

solution of (4.5) with tv(0; x0) = aB(x0) - aA(x0). Let e be the radius of a neighbor-

hood of 0 in B x on which the cut-off functions for aA and aB axe equal. There are two

possibilities:

Case 1. There is a tx < 0 such that \\x(tx; xQ)\\ = e. In the simple situation that

dim Bx = 1 we have the estimate

(4.6) d\x\/dt > -kx2,

which implies that, for all r > 0 for which x(t; O exists,

(4.7) |*(f;î)l>l€l/(l + *iilO.
hence

(4.8) [x0| = \x(-tx; x(tx;x0))\ > e/(l - ketj.

For the w-component we have the estimate

(4.9) IKH = \\w(-tx; w(tx; w0))\\ < D\\w(tx; x0)||exp(ô - t,)/,

for some tj g (0, 8) and positive D. Combining (4.8) and (4.9) yields

(4.10) \\aB(x0) - aA(x0)\\ = \\w0\\ < yexp((T, - 8)/k\x0\),

with

(4.11) y = £>exp((-T, + S)/ek) ■ max{||aB(0 - oA(S)\\ : |]f|| = e}.

The estimate (4.10) is of the desired form (4.4).

Case 2. \\x(t; x0)\\ < e for all t < 0. Then instead of (4.9) we have

(4.12) ||w0||<2)||W(í;jCo)||exp(«-ijjí

for all t < 0; moreover,

(4.13) \\w(t; x0)\\ ^ max{||aB(0 - ^(Oll : U\\ < e] ■

We conclude that w0 = 0, so aA(x0) = aB(x0) and (4.10) (or (4.4)) is trivially

satisfied.

Both points of view, i.e. the first one using (4.3) and the second one using (4.8)

and (4.9), have now been discussed heuristically. In the proofs of Lemma 4.1 and

Theorem 4.2 the respective treatments will be made precise.

Lemma 4.1. Consider the dynamical system

(4.14) dx/dt = Lx + g(x)

on the set Dr= {x G R": ||x|| < r}. Here L is linear, Re(spec(L)) = 0, g is continuous

from Dr to R" and, for some positive K,

(4.15) max^i./,<00.
*c/>,    ||x||2

By x(t; O we denote the solution o/(4.14) with x(0; 0 = & here £ g Dr. Letp and c be

such that

(4.16) He'il < (1 + c\t\)p   for all t, -oo < t < oo.
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Define the function f(t, £): I X R" ->Rby

(4.17)   /(,.«)- Ö^ML (11111*0);
l-(V(2p + l)c)|||||{(l-cr)2"+1-l}

here I is the largest interval of the form (-M,0] on which this function is continuous.

For every £ G Dr the (nonpositive) number z0(£, r) denotes the solution of

(4.18) f(t0(t,r),i)-r.

Then:

(i) For all t, /0(£, r) < t < 0, we have \\x(t; Oil < f(f, £)•

(ii) There are positive numbers tj < r and D such that

(4.19) \\i\\<r]=>\t^,r)\>D/U\\XA2,' + l).

(iii) For all £ g Dr and t > Ofor which x(t; £) g Dr we have

(4.20)

|x(í;Í)ll>
a:

{(i + cO^+1-i} +
(2/> + l)c

The proof of Lemma 4.1 is postponed to §8.1.

(1 + ct)

urn
p \

(lien ^ o).

Remarks. 1. Lemma 4.1(i) and (4.18) imply that x(t; £) stays within a distance r

from the origin for <0(|, r) < t < 0.

2. The estimate in (ii) is sharp. An example with p = 0 is the differential equation

x = -x2 (x g R) with solution x = £(1 + |r)-1; here i0(£; /•) = -(r"1 + £_1) =

o,it-l)>

An example for more general p is the system in Rp + ' :

dXj/dt = ~xl + x;    x,(0) = 0        (i = l,...,p),

dxp+x/dt = -x2;   xp+x(0) = £.

If we perform a scaling transformation

x   m |(/»+0/(2/»+Dy ;      ? a  _£-l/(2/J+l)T>

then

dyj/dr = yi+x;    y,(0) = 0        (/ = !,...,/>),

(4.21)

(4.22)
^+1AT = y,2;   y„+1(0) = l.

The solution of (4.22) will reach infinity in finite time, say T , e.g.,

r2- if -z3 + l
-1/2

<fe.

This implies that, for every r > 0, |f0(£, r)| < £-1/<2^+i)j^

In the case that g(x) approaches 0 faster than ||x||2 the estimates can be improved;

this also carries over to the following theorem.

Theorem 4.2. We consider system (3.16). For B¡, L¡, n, (i = 1,2) we make the

assumptions (A{_iv) o/§2; let n¡ G C1. Let SA and SB denote two Cx center manifolds

$a = {(•*> aa(x)): x G U} (a = A, B). Here U is some neighborhood ofO in Bx.
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(i) // Re(spec(L[)) = O and the algebraic and geometric multiplicities of the

eigenvalues of Lx are equal, then there are constants Dx, D2 and a neighborhood UofO

in Bx such that

(4.23) \\cA(x) - aB(x)\\Bi < Dxexp(-D2/\\x\\B¡).

(ii) If\\eL,'\\Bi < (1 + c\t\)p for somep > 1, then there are constants Dx and D2 and

a neighborhood UofOinBx such that

(4.24) \\aA(x) -aB{x)\\Bi ^ Dxexp(-D2/\\x\\Xap + ï)).

Theorem 4.2 is proved in §8.2.

Remark. These estimates are sharp; we are able to construct examples using the

remark following Lemma 4.1.

Corollary 4.3. Consider the system (3.11); suppose «, G Ck + 2 with k > 0. Let U

be a neighborhood ofO in Bx and let aA and aB satisfy the following conditions:

(i) aA G Ck + 2(U -» B2) and {(x, aA(x)): x -> U} isa center manifold of (3.11).

(ii) aB G Ck + 2(U -» B2) n C°(U -> B2) and {(x, aB(x)): x g U} is an invariant

manifold of (3.11). Here Ù = U\ {0}.

Then aB g Ck+l(U -> B2) and for e small enough there are constants Dx and D2

such that

(4.25) ||*|| < e => \\(d/dx)k + 1(oA(x) - oB(x))\\ < Dxexp(-D2/\\x\\^2p + l)).

Here p is the number defined in Theorem 4.2(h).

Corollary 4.3 is proved in §8.3.

Remark. The estimate (4.25) shows that the Taylor series of two center manifolds

are identical. There are many other ways to illustrate this fact. For instance,

differentiation of a(ux(t)) with respect to t gives, with (3.11),

(4.26) (da/dux)(Lxux + nx(ux, o(ux))) = L2a(ux) + n2(ux,a(ux))

(see also [4, 18]).

Introducing a polynomial approximation

N

(4.27) <>*(«i)- E/„(«i;---;«i),
h = 2

where the /„ are homogeneous polynomials of degree n, and then equating corre-

sponding powers of ux we obtain a unique formal Taylor expansion of a; for a

discussion of this procedure as well as the numerical implementation, see [15,16,23].

The number N can be taken as high as the differentiability of nt permits (i = 1,2).

The polynomials aN (N > 2) form a sequence of asymptotic approximations of the

bundle of center manifolds. The domain of validity may shrink to zero for increasing

N; for an example of this behaviour see §1.

5. Differentiability. In §2 we have treated an example (2.37) of a dynamical system

which possessed a Ck center manifold for all k, but no Cx center manifold. For an

earlier example, see [46].
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In this section we shall investigate a class of problems where this situation does

not occur and where the existence of a C00 center manifold is guaranteed.

We shall treat separately the cases dim Bx> 1 (Theorem 5.1) and dim Bx = 1

(Theorem 5.2).

Theorem 5.1. Consider the system

dx/dt = Lxx + nx(x, y),       x g Bx,

dy/dt = L2y + n2(x,y),       y G B2.

Here B¡, L¡ and n¡(i = 1, 2) satisfy the assumptions (A¡_iv) o/§2; we also assume that

1 < dim Bx < co and that n¡ is in Cx (i = 1,2).

Define the function F(x, y) by

(5.2) F(x, y) = (x, Lxx + nx(x, y)),

where (-, •) denotes a scalar product on the finite-dimensional space Bx. If there is a

neighborhood U X V of (0,0) G Bx X B2 such that F(x, y) does not vanish on U X V

except for x = 0, then (5.1) has a C°° center manifold.

Remark 1. The condition F(x,y)> 0 implies that (0,0) is an attractor for

t -+ -co; F(x, y)<0 means that (0,0) is an attractor for t -* + oo.

Remark 2. The requirement that F does not vanish except for x = 0 implies that

the stable manifold of (5.1) coincides with B2. This is no restriction because a C°°

coordinate transformation always exists which brings the stable manifold of (5.1)

into this position.

Proof of Theorem 5.1. (i) We first study the case F(x, y) > 0. Let {(x, a(x)):

x g U0} be a C1 center manifold of (5.1); assume U0 c U. By Theorem 3.2 and the

remark made above this center manifold is unique, and for this one function a there

are open neighborhoods Uk c U0(k > 1) such that a G Ck(Uk -* B2). Let x0 G U0

be arbitrary. If (x(t; £), y(t; £)) denotes the solution of the initial value problem

(5.1) with initial value x(0; £) = £,^(0; £) = a(£), then there is a point xk e Uk and

a number tk > 0 such that x(tk; xk) = x0. Because a is Ck in an open neighborhood

Ek c Uk of xk, the set

(5.3) {(x(i,;£),y(/,;£)):£G£A}

is a C' manifold. But this set represents the center manifold in a neighborhood of

(x0, a(x0)). So the center manifold is Ck on all of U0.

(ii) Now we study F(x, y) < 0, in which case there is not a unique center

manifold available. Suppose that the ball with radius a3 in Bx is contained in U.

Define a function $ g C°°([0, co) -» R) such that there are numbers 0 < ax < a2 <

a3 with

(5.4a) <t>(x) = 1    for0<jc<a,,

(5.4b) $(x) > 0    foxax^x<a2,

(5.4c) <i»'(a2)<0,       $(a2) = 0,

(5.4d) <t>(x) = 0    forx^a3.
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One proves with the techniques of §2 that there is a unique global C1 center

manifold S = {(x. a(x)): xeß,}of

(5.5)

dx/dt = {Lxx + nx(x,y)} -+(||x||),       dy/dt = L2y + n2(x, y) • *(||x||).

The set / = {(x, y) G Bx X B2: \\x\\ = a2 and y = 0} is an invariant manifold of

(5.5). Moreover, the spectrum of the flow linearized at (x0,0) g / consists of the

union of spec(L2) and the collection of eigenvalues of the operator

(5.6) ¿?£= {Lxx0 + nx(xo,0)}(4>'(a2)/a2)(x0,O-

The equation ¿££ = X£ leads to

(5.7) F(xQ,0)<p'(a2)/a2 = X

for all £ G Bx which are not tangent to /. By (5.4c) the X which satisfy (5.7) are

positive, and we conclude that / is an hyperbolic invariant manifold of (5.5) and that

a is the unstable manifold of (5.5) at /, which implies that a is C00 in a neighborhood

of / [13]. Using an argument as in (i) we conclude that a g Ccc(U -* B2), where t/is

the ball of radius a2 around 0 in Bx, with 0 deleted from it.

Now let 0 g Uk. C (Ù U {0}) and let ak g Ck(Uk -» B2); the existence of such a

pair Uk, ak for all k > 0 is guaranteed by Theorem 2.1. We use Corollary 4.3 to

prove that a g Ck~\Uk -» B2); this immediately leads to a g C°°(£/ U {0} -» B2).

The restriction of a to the ball of radius ax represents the C00 center manifold of

(5.1).

Theorem 5.2. Consider system (5.1) with the assumptions (A¡_iv) of §2. Suppose

dim Bx = 1 and n{ g Cx. Let 2 denote a C1 center manifold of (5.1) defined on a

neighborhood U0 of0inBx:

(5.8) 2={(x,a(x)):x€l/0}.

Define the function f: U0 -* Bx byf(x) = nx(x, a(x)). If there is a Ux c U0such that f

has no zeros in  Ux except at the origin, then there is a  U2 a Ux such that a G

CX(U2 -> B2).

Proof. Let the interval [O, a3) C Í/,. If/ > 0 on (0, a3), then the part of 2 above

[O, a3) is unique and, by the proof of Theorem 5.1(i), we find a g C°°([0, a3)).

If/< 0 on (0, a3), then we modify the system (5.1) by a C00 function 4> which

satisfies (5.4). The modified system (5.5) will have a unique global C1 center

manifold 2* = {(x, a*(x)): r€fi,j and 0 is an attractor for t -> co in 2*|[0<a3y Let

x, be the x-coordinate of the first singular point of (5.5) which lies to the right of 0

in 2*: 0 < *, < a2 (the point xx not necessarily coincides with a2; see e.g. (3.5),

(3.6)). Then the restriction of a to [0, xx] is either the unstable manifold of (5.5) at xx

or it is the center manifold at xx with the additional property that, for / -» -oo, xx is

an attractor. By the proof of Theorem 5.1(i) we find that a g C°°((0, xx] -» B2) and

by the proof of Theorem 5.1(h) we conclude a g C°°([0, xx] -» B2).

On the interval (-a3,0] the arguments are similar.

Corollary 5.3 (due to F. Dumortier). Let a and f be as in Theorem 5.2; suppose

a G Ck(U0 -» B2) andf = xpf(x), p < k, /(0) # 0. 77ien /or a neighborhood U2 of 0

with U2 c i/0 we /zaue a g C°°(í/2 -♦ ß2).
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Theorem 5.4. Consider system (5.1) with the assumptions (A¡_iv) of §2, let «, g Cx

and suppose dim Bx = 2 and spec(Lx) = { +/}. Let 2 denote a Cl center manifold of

(5.1) defined on a neighborhood U0 of 0 in B2. If there is a Ux c U0 such that the

restriction of 2 to Ux contains no periodic solutions of (5.1) (except the origin), then

there is a U2 c Ux such that 2 is Cx on U2.

The proof of this theorem is analogous to the proof of Theorem 5.2.

The main requirement in Theorems 5.2 and 5.4 is the condition that 0 is an

isolated stationary point or periodic solution. The following example shows the

necessity of these conditions.

Example. Consider the Cx dynamical system

,„ _■. x = e~1/x sin x'1        (x G R),

y=-y       (yGR).

The unique center manifold is

(5.10) E={(v,0):veR}.

The manifold 2 contains a sequence of stationary points xn = (ntr)'1; the points x2n

are nodes with eigenvalues X\n) = -1 and X(2'= -n2rt2exp(-n2m2). By making a

small Cx modification of (5.9) in the region {(x, y): 1/2« < x < 1/(2« + 1)} we

can achieve that a discontinuity arises in the derivative of order X\n)/X(2 ) of the

center manifold of the modified system. This manipulation produces another Cx

dynamical system without a C°° center manifold.

By supplying (5.9) with an extra equation t|/ = 1 and regarding (x,\p) as polar

coordinates in Bx, we obtain a counterexample for the case dim Bx = 2.

Remark 1. In the case that dim Bx = 1 we now summarize Corollary 5.3 and the

example above. Let nx and n2 be Cx and let o(x) represent a Ck center manifold of

(5.1), k > 1.
(i) If the pth order (p < k) derivative of nx(x, a(x)) does not vanish at x = 0,

then a is C°°.

(ii) There is an example of a dynamical system with a center manifold defined by

a function a which is not Cx in a neighborhood of 0, and where all derivatives of

nx(x, a(x)) exist and are zero.

In the analytic category (i.e., nx and n2 are analytic) the situation is almost

opposite:

(iii) There is a dynamical system where nx(x,a(x)) has a nonvanishing 3rd

derivative at x = 0, but there is no analytic center manifold. Take for example

(5.11) x = x2,       y = -y + x2.

(iv) If all derivatives of nx(x, a(x)) vanish at x = 0, then a is analytic. This follows

from the fact that a(x) satisfies

(5.12) nx(x, a(x))(da/dx) = L2a + n2(x, o(x)).

Because the (formal) power series of nx(x, o~(x)) is zero, we have

(5.13) L2a + n2(x,a(x)) = 0,
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which by the implicit function theorem yields a unique analytic function a(x). The

center manifold is filled up with stationary solutions.

Theorem 5.4 and the subsequent example show that (i) and (ii) also hold for

dim Bx = 2; in that case (iii) is obvious. The analogue of (iv) is treated in [3]; for

more details on two-dimensional manifolds filled with periodic solutions, see [29]

and §7.

Remark 2. The cut-off function in the proof of Theorem 5.2 may introduce a new

singular point xx (compare (3.5), (3.6)). If dim Bx is higher than 1, it becomes

increasingly difficult to deal with these uncontrollable singular points and other

attractors.

We have prevented this difficulty by strengthening the condition on the flow in a

single center manifold (in Theorem 5.2) to a condition on the flow in a full

neighborhood of 0 in Bx X B2 (in Theorem 5.1).

However, this stronger assumption is quite restrictive: for instance, example (3.5),

(3.6) fits into Theorem 5.2 but not into Theorem 5.1.

Remark 3. Generally, an analytic dynamical system does not have an analytic

center manifold.

For counterexamples, see [28] and (2.37). In a special situation, however, a

two-dimensional center manifold related to a pair of imaginary eigenvalues may be

analytic (see Theorem 7.1).

6. Analytic manifolds containing periodic solutions. In this section we consider

again the equation on the Banach space B:

(6.1) du/dt = Lu + N(u).

Here L is linear and N(u) can be written as a convergent power series without

constant or linear terms.

In his celebrated paper [29] Lyapunov analyzed (6.1) in the case that L has a

simple pair of eigenvalues + i. Under certain conditions (mainly the presence of an

integral and a nonresonance condition; for details see §7) Lyapunov proved the

existence of a two-dimensional manifold tangent to the eigenspace belonging to the

eigenvalues ±i; this manifold is filled with an analytic one-parameter family of

periodic solutions.

If the operator L would have no purely imaginary eigenvalues except for +/', then

in our present framework we would call Lyapunov's manifold a center manifold.

However, the occurrence of the analytic invariant manifold filled with periodic

solutions is not sensitive to the presence of other imaginary eigenvalues provided a

nonresonance condition is satisfied. The invariant manifold of Lyapunov then is a

submanifold of the center manifold and therefore will be called a subcenter manifold

(see §7 for definition).

Lyapunov constructs his manifold in [29] by proving the convergence of its power

series representation. In §§6 and 7 we shall construct analytic manifolds which

contain all periodic solutions of prescribed period (Theorem 6.3); these manifolds

are not necessarily invariant. The proof is based on the implicit function theorem. In

§7 we shall analyze the case that these manifolds are two-dimensional while (6.1)
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possesses an integral: the manifold is then invariant and filled by periodic solutions

and a new proof of Lyapunov's theorem is obtained (Theorem 7.1). We conclude §7

by studying subcenter manifolds in more detail.

We now state the assumptions on (6.1) which we shall make in §§6 and 7.

H,. B can be decomposed into B = Bx® B2, where L(B,) c B¡ (i = 1,2). There

exist projection operators Px and P2 such that P,B = B¡ and Px + P2 = 1.

H2. dim Bx < oo, Re(spec(L|B )) = 0, 0 Í spec(L|ß ) and

(6.2) exp(L)Px = Px.

H3. dim B2 < oo and the operator K: B2 -» B2 defined by

(6.3) K=(exp(L)-l)i2

has a bounded inverse. Here i2 is the identity B2 *-> B.

Remark. The hypothesis H3 does not exclude the possibility that the spectrum of

L\B contains imaginary points; however, the assumption that K is invertible does

not allow these eigenvalues to be integer multiples of 2rri.

We assume that B2 is finite-dimensional because most of the applications of this

section lie in the field of ordinary differential equations. The results stated below can

be extended to infinite-dimensional spaces B2 by assuming that L generates a

differentiable semigroup for t > 0 and taking into account the remark following

equation (2.9).

We now state two theorems which give some insight into the general behaviour of

families of periodic solutions near equilibrium points; Theorem 6.2 is needed for the

proof of Theorem 6.3; Theorem 6.1 will be used in §7 but it is more natural to

formulate it here.

Theorem 6.1. Consider the equation (6.1) where L and B satisfy hypotheses Hj and

H3, and the spectrum of L\B contains no points on the imaginary axis. Suppose that

dim Bx < oo and that the spectrum of L\B consists of the points +2irivxl,..., + 2iriv~l

while these eigenvalues all have equal algebraic and geometric multiplicities. Suppose

that N is continuously differentiable and that N(0) = 0, N'(0) = 0. Let ux be a family of

periodic solutions of the nonlinear equations with period Tx; X is in a set {X G R":

0 < |X| < r }. Suppose that ux depends continuously on X and |||uA||| approaches 0 for

X —» 0, where

(6.4) lllw-JII =    max   ||wx(0ll-
0<r<n

(i) // Tx is bounded, then there is an integer j0, 1 <y0 < p, such that the distance

between Tx and the set {nv,: n an integer} approaches 0 when X tends to 0.

(ii) // Tx is continuous for X =£ 0 and |||m;J||7\ approaches 0 when X tends to 0, then

there are integers nQ andj0 such that Tx converges to n0v^ for X approaching 0.

(iii) // there are positive real numbers k and c such that

(6.5) \nv¡ — mv\ > c(max(«, m))

for every rationally independent pair v¡, v¡ and every pair of integers n, m, and if there

is a real number I, I > k + 1, such that Tl\\\ux\\\ is bounded, then the conclusions of(i)

remain valid.
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The proof of this theorem is a little technical and it is deferred to §8.4.

Remark. Theorem 6.1 studies families of periodic solutions which are continu-

ously parametrized by X (e.g. a point on the orbit depends continuously on X). In (ii)

the period Tx also is continuous in X, while in (i) and (iii) discontinuous changes in

this period are allowed (for example by period-doubling bifurcations).

Theorem 6.2. Let L¡, B¡ satisfy hypotheses Hj-H3 and let N be continuously

differentiable. Let ux be a family of periodic solutions of (6.1) as in Lemma 6.1.

Suppose that Tx approaches 1 for X approaching 0. Then the family ux is tangent to Bx

in the origin.

Proof. Define ex = |||wx|||; wx = ex'mx (we exclude those X for which ex = 0).

Then

(6.6) dwx/dt = Lwx + sxg(wx, ex),

where

(6.7) g(y,£) = £-2N(£y).

So,

(6.8) wx(0) = wx(Tx) = e'T>wx(Q) + eJ\L<T^g(wk(r), ex) dr

which implies

(6.9) (1 - e'^)wx(0) = 0(ex).

From hypothesis H3 we conclude that P2wx(0) = 0(ex), hence

(6.10) P2«x(0 = 0(e2)        (0<t< Tx),

which proves the theorem.

Theorem 6.3. Consider system (6.1). In addition to the hypotheses H,-H3 we

suppose that N(u) is analytic. Then an analytic manifold A c B exists with the

properties

(i) dim A = dim Bx and in the origin A is tangent to Bx,

(ii) every sufficiently small periodic solution with period sufficiently close to 1 lies

entirely in A,

(iii) there is an analytic function v: A -» Bx such that v is zero exactly on the periodic

solutions from (ii).

Proof. Put u = ez; with (6.1) and (6.7) we obtain

(6.11) dz/dt = Lz + £g(z,E).

For every a g Bx, b g B2 and e > 0, denote by z(a, b, e; t) the solution of (6.11)

which satisfies z(a, b, e; 0) = a + b. By taking a, b, e small enough, this solution

exists for arbitrarily long positive time intervals.

Define

(6.12) U= {a G Bx:rx < \a\ < r2},

CT= C°(U ^ R),        Ch= C°(U^B2).
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We now study the operator T,

(6.13) T:Chx CTXR-> ChX CT,

given by

P2(z{a, b(a), e; T(a)) -{a + b(a)))\

(Pxz(a,b(a),E;T(a)),Lxa)        )'

Here (-, •) denotes the standard scalar product on Bx = R". Clearly, T depends

analytically on b, T and e. T(0,1 ; 0) = 0 and

(6.15) grade.rr(0,l;0) =

This derivative is a linear operator from Ch X CT to Ch X CT and by hypothesis H3

it is boundedly invertible. The implicit function theorem now yields a unique

analytic one-parameter family be c Ch, Te c CT such that

(6.16) T(b[,TF;e) = 0   onU.

The analyticity of be, Te as functions of e implies the convergence on [0, e0] X U of

the series
00 00

(6.17) b,(a)-   Ee"  \{a),        Te{a) =   £ e"Tn(a).
n=l n=0

Here b„(a) g Ch and Tn(a) g Ct for all n. The explicit expressions for bn and Tn are

obtained by inserting (6.17) into (6.14) and comparing powers of e in the equation

r = 0. However, using (6.7) one easily proves that b„(a) and Tn(a) are homogeneous

of order n in their argument a, so we are able to define functions ß and t by
00

(6.18) ß(ea) = ebe(a) =   £ b„(ea),
n = 2

oo

r(ea)=Te(a)=   £ Tn(ea).

n-0

Both ß and t are defined on V = {a g Bx: \a\ < E0r2}, and their series expansion

(6.18) converges. The manifold A = {x + ß(x): a: g V} is analytic and satisfies

property (i).

Let m be a small periodic solution of (6.1) with period T close to 1. Choose

a0 G (0, e0r2) and define

(6.19) e = aö1 max \\u(t)\\,       w = e"1«,
o<í<r

à = />(0)    and   ß = P2w(0).

The scaled function w will satisfy (6.6). Because w is periodic with period T,

(6.20) /'2(w(àJ,e;r)-(à + )8)) = 0,        (/>(«, ß, e; 7), L,à) = 0.

As in the proof of Theorem 6.2 we conclude that ß is small for u small and T close

to 1. From & « a0 < E0r2 and the uniqueness of the solution be(a), Tt(a) of (6.16) on

0 < a < E0r2, we conclude

(6.21) bt(à) = ß   and    Te(ä) = T,

hence

(6.22) e(ä + ß)(£A.

(6.14)     (r(é,r;e))(a) =

0

\Lxa\2
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This implies property (ii). For the proof of property (iii) we define

(6.23) v(a) = Px(u(a + ß(a),r(a))-a),

where u(u0, t) is the solution (t ^ 0) of (6.1) with u(uo,0) = u0. This completes the

proof of Theorem 6.3.

Remarks. 1. The manifold A is usually not invariant.

2. It is possible to obtain a result like Theorem 6.3 in the Cr or Cx category (see

[31]). Due to the fact that the inverse of grad F is of the order |a|2, there is some loss

of differentiability of the period as a function of the radius a.

3. Introducing a near-identity transformation of the 6-component prior to applica-

tion of the implicit function theorem on the operator T, (6.14) will yield a different

analytic manifold which nevertheless has all of the properties listed in Theorem 6.3.

The various analytic manifolds will all pass through the periodic solutions with

period close to 1. Therefore, if these solutions fill up the analytic manifold (i.e. v = 0

on A) this manifold is unique, and invariant (see also Theorem 7.1).

4. Lemma 2 of [31] produces a smooth manifold and a finite-dimensional function

v such that the zeros of v correspond to periodic solutions of (6.1) on the manifold.

This manifold seems to be different from the one which we have constructed and

from the other manifolds which have been mentioned in the previous remark.

Moser's procedure in [31] involves a Lyapunov-Schmidt type reduction as well as

a coordinate change after which the equation for the periodic solution gets addi-

tional symmetry. For a related treatment of the nilpotent case (L(B2) ¥= B2), see

[10].
5. Let spec(L|ß ) = {±2muki: k = l,...,m). Then hypothesis H2 implies that

the eigenvalues ±2truki have equal algebraic and geometric multiplicities, and that

coA is an integer. The manifold A contains all normal mode solutions (with periods

close to ío^1) as well as the resonant solutions between any subset of the frequencies

provided these resonant solutions have a period close top'1, where/? is an integer.

6. If the operator Kn = (exp(nL) — l)i2: ß2 -> B2 also satisfies H3, then there

exists an analytic manifold An which contains all periodic solutions with period close

to n, as well as a function vn: An -* Bx which is zero on «-periodic solutions. The

manifolds An and A have in common the periodic solutions of period close to 1;

otherwise An and A may be different. If L possesses imaginary eigenvalues which are

rationally independent from the eigenvalues of L\B, then K'1 exists for all «, but

K'1 will occasionally have a large operator norm due to small divisors; therefore, the

domain of definition of the manifolds An may shrink to 0 g Bx for « —> oo. If there

are eigenvalues of L which rationally depend on those of L\B but which are not in

spec(L|fl ), then there is an « such that Knx does not exist; one would have to

enlarge the space Bx with the critical eigenvectors in B2 in order to treat solutions of

periods > «.

7. There is an extensive literature (see e.g. [1,38,50] and the reference lists therein)

on how to find periodic solutions near an equilibrium point. If we apply any one of

the available techniques to the equation

(6.24) dx/dt = PxL(x + ß(x)) + PxN(x + ß(x))        (x g Bx),
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and we thereby obtain a periodic solution with period close to «, then this solution

will correspond to a zero of vn and hence to a periodic solution of (6.1).

For an analysis of Hamiltonian systems along this line which is directly based on

the manifold and the function v constructed in [31] and which studies the periodic

solutions by using Birkhoff normal forms and unfolding of singularities, see [9].

7. The subcenter manifold. In this section we shall further investigate the analytic

manifolds which have been constructed in §6. In the case that these manifolds are

two-dimensional and a nondegenerate integral exists, the manifolds turn out to be

completely filled by periodic solutions: this is a new approach to Lyapunov's

theorem (Theorem 7.1).

We conclude this section by giving some examples which illustrate the special

properties of subcenter manifolds.

Definition of subcenter manifold. Consider the system on the Banach space B

(7.1) du/dt = Lu + N{u).

We suppose that L is linear in B and N is nonlinear of at least quadratic order. We

also suppose that B = Bx® B2, P,(B) = 5, with Px + P2 = 1, L(B,) c B, (i = 1,2).

Moreover, Re(spec(L|B )) = 0 but we do not assume that the spectrum of L\B stays

away from the imaginary axis. An invariant manifold of (6.1) with the same

dimension as Bx which is tangent to Bx in the origin is called a subcenter manifold

(cf. [26]).

Remark. If the spectrum of L\B does stay away from the origin, then the

manifold is of course a center manifold.

Theorem 7.1. Consider system (7.1) and ¡et L and B satisfy the hypotheses Hx and

H3 o/§6. Moreover, let dim Bx= 2 and

(") ¿i.,-H-° i)-
Let I be a C2 function from B to R such that for every solution of (7.1) we have

dl(u(t))/dt = 0. Moreover, assume that 1(0) = 0 and DI(0) = 0, where DI is the

Frechet derivative of I. Suppose that the bilinear form I2: Bx X Bx -* R defined by

IilPi q] = D2I\u=çj[Pi q] is positive definite.

Then the two-dimensional manifold A which has been described in Theorem 6.3 is

invariant, unique and filled with an analytic one-parameter family of periodic solutions.

Proof. Let V be defined as in the proof of Theorem 6.3, and let a0 g V be

arbitrary. Let ex = Pxa0 and e2 = PxLxa0. Then for every small r g R,

(7.3) u(ra0 + ß(ra0),r(ra0)) ~(ra0 + ß(ra0)) = a(r)ex + y(r)e2

with a(r), y(r), ß(ra0) real functions which are all of the order r2. Equation (6.16)

implies

(7.4) (Px(a(r)ex + y(r)e2),Lxao) = 0,

hence

(7.5) y(r) = 0.
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We then have

(7.6) O = I(u(ra0 + ß(ra0), r(ra0))) - l(ra0 + ß(ra0))

= DxI\rUn + ßiraJa(r)ex] + 0(a(r))2

= I2[a(r)ex; Pxra0] + o(ra(r)) + 0(a(r)f.

So,

(7.7) Q = ra(r)I2[el,ex] + o(ra(r)) + 0(a{r)f,

which contradicts the assumption on I2 unless a(r) = 0 which means that v(ra0) = 0.

The analytic family of periodic solutions is

(7.8) {u(rao + ß(ra0);t):0<r<ro}

for r0 a small positive number. This completes the proof of Theorem 7.1.

Remark. Theorem 7.1 was proved in [29] by Lyapunov under the additional

assumption that the integral I(u) is analytic. For an alternative proof of this

"Lyapunov center theorem" see [44]. Both proofs use majorated convergence of

power series as opposed to the present proof which is based on the implicit function

argument for the operator T, (6.14).

In [7] the Lyapunov subcenter manifold is constructed outside the origin using a

return map argument (comparable to the proof of Theorem 6.3); with the aid of

polar coordinates one proves [26] that this manifold is C1 through the origin. A

C'-proof may be given when a Birkhoff normal form transformation precedes this

analysis.

The Lyapunov subcenter theorem is also implied by [31], where the analyticity of

the manifold is brought about by the use of the Lyapunov-Schmidt method. The

main result of that paper is the assertion that a nonresonance condition is not

essential for the existence of periodic solutions, although one still needs such a

condition in order to prove that these solutions fill up two-dimensional manifolds.

For results on Hamiltonians see [31,32,37]. For another recent proof of Lyapunov's

theorem see [42].

Remark. J. Moser [31, p. 728] gives an example where spec(Lx) = {±i} and

spec(L2) = ( ±ji} (here y is a positive integer) while all other conditions of Theorem

7.1 are fulfilled. Because of the resonant eigenvalues the hypothesis H2 is violated

and there is no manifold of periodic solutions tangent to Bx. Of course, ifj > 1 there

is a "fast frequency" manifold tangent to B2. Ifj = 1, then there may be no periodic

solutions at all [32].

Corollary 7.2. Let (6.1) have a nondegenerate integral. Suppose that the imaginary

points in the spectrum of L are {±2trivx1,..., ±2rrii>~1} with the v¡ rationally

independent. Let A<k) be the two-dimensional analytic invariant manifold from Theorem

7.1 which is associated with the eigenvalues +2triv~k. Let ux be a family of periodic

solutions of (6.1) as in Theorem 6.1. Let the periods Tx satisfy either one of the following

two assumptions:

(i) Tx is bounded;

(ii) rx is continuous for X # 0 and rx|||«x||| -» 0/or X -* 0.

Then for X small enough. ux will belong to one of the manifolds A(k).
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Proof. If Tx satisfies i, then from Lemma 6.1(i) we conclude that, for small X, Tx

will be close to one of the sets {nvk, 1 < « < »^(sup Tx)}, hence ux will belong to a

manifold A\k) (where 1 < « < c^sup^). However, the manifolds A[k) are all

two-dimensional and contain the periodic manifold A{k), so A[k) = A{k) for all «. So

for X small enough, ux will be a normal mode.

If Tx satisfies (ii), then from Lemma 6.1(h) we see that 7\ approaches a number

nvk, and the proof ends as in the previous case.

Most of the proofs of the properties of center manifolds in the §§1-5 relied

heavily on the exponential contraction of the operators exp(L2i) and exp(-L3i) for

t -» co. In the subcenter situation these operators do not have that property and an

existence proof of the subcenter manifold (in the absence of an integral as in

Theorem 7.1) would have to be built on the attraction properties of the nonlinear

terms in (6.1). For an analysis along this line for diffeomorphisms see [19].

We conclude this section with some examples which illustrate the differences

between center manifolds and subcenter manifolds.

Example 1. Consider the system

(7.9) x =y(x2 + y2),       y = -x(x2 + y2).

The trajectories of this system in the (x, y)-plane are circles around the origin.

Therefore, no matter which choice of one-dimensional linear subspaces Bx, B2 of

B = R2 is made, there will be no subcenter manifold.

Example 2. We consider a system in cylindrical coordinates:

(7.10) r=-2rz,    <f> - -1,    z = r2 - z2.

There is no two-dimensional subcenter manifold which is tangent to the plane z = 0.

Also, the behaviour close to the line r = 0 is different from the situation for center

manifolds.

Another example of a vector field without subcenter manifolds can be found in

[47, §V], where it was constructed for a different purpose. This example (in R5) has

one zero eigenvalue and two rationally independent imaginary pairs, which lead to

invariant surfaces like the ones in Example 2.

The following example which has no eigenvalues zero is essentially more com-

plicated than the previous ones.

Example 3. Consider the system

(7.11) dxx/dt = x2 + xxgx(xx + x\),       dx2/dt = -xx + x2g,(x2 + xf),

dyx/dt = \y2,        dy2/dt - -\yx + g2(x¡ + xj).

If gx and g2 are such that (7.11) admits a nondegenerate integral, then Theorem

7.1 guarantees a subcenter manifold which is tangent to the (xx, jc2)-plane.

However, we shall now construct gx and g2 such that no invariant manifold exists

which is tangent to this plane.

Forg,: R->Rwe take

(7.12) gl(z) = «z2exp(-/?A2),
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where a, ß will be determined in the sequel. Denote by r(t; a) the solution on

-oo < t < 0 of

(7.13) dr/dt = rgx(r2);       r(0; a) = a g [O, oo) c R.

Define £(a) = r(-2tr, a); then £ is a smooth monotonously increasing function, £:

[0, oo) -* [0, co) and £(0) = 0. Choose p0 g (0, oo) and define the sequence p„

(n > 0) by pn + x = £(p„). Thenpn decreases to 0 for « -» oo. By choosing a, ß and K

appropriately (e.g., a < 1/32-n, ß = 4 and K > 3 + exp(4/p^)), one gets

(7.14) pn> j2/\n(n + K)        (n > 0).

Now define a bounded function g2 from [O, co) to R which is C°° on (0, oo),

changes sign in the points pn and nowhere else, and which has the properties

-2tt   .     T
> 1(7.15) \(~\mU2{r(T,p„))dT

Ko z

and

(7.16) e-V%(z)eC«>([0,ao)->R).

Then define g2(z) = exp(-l/z)g2(z). We now prove that for this choice of g,, g2

there is no subcenter manifold which is tangent to the (xx, x2)-plane.

Suppose that such a subcenter manifold exists and is of the form

(7.17) [x + a(x)\x = (x,,x2)ina neighborhood i/of 0 in R2}.

Here a(x) = (ax(x), o2(x)) should be a continuous mapping from R2 to R2. There is

an / G N such that p, G U. For all « ^ / the (yx, y2) component of the solution of

(7.11) through the point (a,(pn, 0), a2(p„,0)) is

(7.18)

y,(0\ _ / cosr/2     sin t/2

y2(t) J      \ -sin t/2    cos t/2

x
i ox(p„,0)\       n( cosr/2    -sinT/2\/ 0

\°2(Pn,0)j     A) \ sin t/2      cosr/2 J\g2(r2(T,pn))

Hence,

(7.19)    ox(pn + x,0)=yx(-2tr) = -ax(p„,0) + f2°sin \g2(r2(r, pn)) dr.

If we define the sequence of numbers km(m > 0) by

(7-20) km = f~2\in^g2{r2(r, pj) dr,

then (7.19) leads to

(7.21) (-l)"ox(pn,0) = (-1)^(^,0) -   Z(-l)mkm.
m-l

Because g2 changes sign in every pn, the numbers (-l)mkm do not change sign.

Moreover, from the definition of g2 and the inequalities (7.14) and (7.15) we obtain
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Hence, the series in the right-hand side of (7.21) diverges, which contradicts the

requirement that ax(pn,0) approaches 0 for « -» oo. This completes the proof of

nonexistence of a subcenter manifold.

Remark. The above example heavily rests on the infinite number of zeros of the

function g2. For an analytic system, such a situation cannot occur and it would

therefore be interesting to have an analytic example of the nonexistence of a

subcenter manifold, with the linear part of the dynamical system as in (7.11). The

rational dependence of the eigenvalues in (7.11) is not essential.

Example 4. We consider the system of differential equations which on bipolar

coordinates xx = r cos <j>, x2 = r sin <i>, x3 = p cos \p and xA = p sin \p looks like

(7.23) dr/dt = -r(r4 - 10r2p2 + 5p4),

dp/dt = -p(5r4 - 10r2p2 + p4),

d(¡>/dt == -Wj,       d\¡//dt = -co2.

First, there is a collection of subcenter manifolds tangent to p = 0; the difference

between two of these manifolds is of the order r5. Hence, unlike center manifolds,

subcenter manifolds may differ by a polynomial. The situation near r = 0 is similar.

Secondly, the flow in any subcenter manifold which is tangent to either p = 0 or

r = 0 approaches the origin for / —> oo, but the origin is an unstable point of the full

four-dimensional system.

8. Proofs.

8.1. Proof of Lemma 4.1. Suppose that the solution of (4.14) exists on the interval

t* < / < 0 for some /* < 0. Then on this interval

(8.15) ||x(i; £)|| < (1 - ct)PU\\ + Kf\l - c(t - t))p\\x(t; £)||2¿t

< (1 - cO'HÉII + K(l - ct)p Í°\\x(t; £)||2¿t.
Jt

The function/(i, £) satisfies the differential equation

(8.16) df(t,i)/dt=-pcf/(l-ct)-K(l-ct)pf2;       /(0, £) = ||£||,

which is equivalent with the integral equation

(8.17) f(t, £) = (1 - ¿*)*Ui|| + K(l - ct)pf°(f(è, t))2 dr.

Comparison of (8.15) and (8.17) yields the statement in (i). The proof of (ii) follows

easily.

We finally prove (iii). Let £ G Dr and let t > 0, then £ = x(-t; x(t; £)). There are

two possibilities: either -t > t0(\\x(t; £)||, r) or -t < t0(\\x(t; £)||, r). In the first

case, from (4.17)

(8.18) M« -(^"VMr.m-

i -(K/ilp + i)<0((i + «)"*' - i}ll*(<;i)l
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The denominator in this expression is positive. Solving (8.18) for ||x(r; £)|| yields the

inequality (4.20). In the other situation (-t < t0) we obtain, from (4.17) and the

definition of r0,

(8.19) r= &r.-.)'■*(««

1 ~(K/(2p + l)c)\\x(t; £)||{(1 - ct0)2p+1 - l} '

So

(8-20)   "*(?; «>» * [ (27Ti)7{(1 - C(°)2P+1 - 0 + i~b}1)'1-

Now using -t < t0 and ||£|| < r leads again to (4.20). This completes the proof of the

lemma.

8.2. Proof of Theorem 4.2. Suppose that aA(x) is defined on a neighborhood

V (z Bx of 0. On V X B2 we perform the transformation of coordinates x = ux;

w = u2 — oA(ux) and we obtain, from (2.6),

(8.21) dx/dt = Lxx + hx(x, w),       dw/dt = L2w + h2(x, w),

where

(8.22) hx(x,w) = nx(x,w + oA(x)),

h2(x,w) = n2(x,w + aA(x)) + L2aA(x)

-(daA/dx)(Lxx + nx(x, w + oA(x))).

Let Ur, for small r > 0, denote a neighborhood of radius r of 0; suppose U2r c V.

For all x g Ur, define ö(x) = aB(x) — aA(x). Let g* denote a function which

coincides with h¡ on Ur and which is 0 outside 2r. Suppose that the functions g*

(/' = 1,2) are chosen in the spirit of Theorem 3.1 and in such a way that the

manifold

(8.23) {(x,ö(x)):x^ Ur)

is a submanifold of the global (i.e. defined for all x g Bx) center manifold of

(8.24) dx/dt = Lxx + g*(x, w),        dw/dt = L2w + g|(x, w).

(i) The case p = 0. Let the sequence an of functions from Bx to B2 be defined by

a0 = 0 and

(8.25) o„+1(x)= f° e-L*g2>(x(T,Z,ott),o„(x(T>S,o„))) dr,
•'-oo

where x(t, £, o„) satisfies (t < 0):

(8.26) dx/dt = Lxx + g*(x,on(x));       x(0) = £.

From (2.34), (2.35) we know that there are numbers R, I > 0 such that, for all £, £,,

£2 G Bx and integer n,

(8.27) ||a„(£)|| < R,       \\o„(ti) - aB(l2)ll < 'llii ~ €jll-

Define Mx by

(8.28) Mx = max{\\g^(x, w)\\ ■ \\w\l'1: ||x|| < rand||w|| < R).
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This maximum exists due to the transformation from u2 to w. Suppose that r is so

small that

(8.29) %C2MX < 8.

Here C2 is the constant which appears in the estimate (2.8a). Let tj < r be such that

||£|| < tj implies

(8.30) |i0(£,r)|>Zy||£||.

For every £ g U = U^we write

(8.31) a„+1(£)=/°      e-^«2(x(T;£),an(*(T;£)))¿T + 2„(£),

where

(8.32) 2„(£) = faU-r)e-^g*2(x(r; £), *„(*(*; £))) dr.
•'-oc

So||2„(£)|| < C2es'«(i'"M2and

(8.33) M2 = l+        max      \\g*(x, ij)||;
||.x-||<2r;||7,||<Ä

the constant 8 has been defined in (2.8a). Let

(8.34) K=max{\\hx(x,o(x))\\ ■ \\x\\~2: ||x|| < rand||a(x)|| < /||x||}.

Then for i0(£, r) < t < 0 (now using/» = 0) we get from Lemma 4.1(i)

(8.35) \\x(t;è)\\<U\\/(l + KU\\t).

We finally prove by induction that

(8.36) an(£)<ö1exp(-Z)2||£||-1),

where

(8.37) DX = 2C2M2   and   D2 = min{D8, 8/2K }.

Clearly, (8.36) is in order for « = 0. Suppose (8.36) is satisfied for a„, then

(8.38) K+i(f)ll</°      C2eSTMx\\on(x(T;0)\\dT+C2M2es'°<s-r)

08/IIÍII< MXC2 f°      eSrDx exp - —/■ 2-v     ¿t + C2M2
\H.r) \   ||x(t;£)||/

< [dxMxC2 f°      e<-D>K+S)TdT + C2M2)e-^/m
\ \(i.r) I

I 2MXC2 L-o2/iiíii
* \Vl~D2K+8 +^M2)e

From (8.29) and (8.37) we now obtain (8.36) for on+x, and we know from the

proof of Theorem 2.1 that for « -> oo the sequence a„ approaches the unique center

manifold of (8.24), so the assertion (4.23) follows for as(£) - oA(£).

(ii) The case p > 1. For every e with 0 < e < r define R and Mx by

(8.39) R = max{||afl(x) - oA(x)\\ : ||x|| < 2e},

Mx = max{ ||g2*(x, w)\\ ■ \\wW~1: \\x\\ < 2e and ||w|| « R).
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Suppose that e is so small that

(8.40) C2MX < 8/2,

where C2 is the constant which apprears in estimate (2.8a).

Now let x0 g Ue and w0 = à(x0); this implies that the solution (x(t; (x0,w0)),

w(t; (x0, w0))) of (8.24) which passes through (x0, w0) for / = 0 is defined for all t,

00   <  /  <   00.

We first turn our attention to x(t; (x0, w0)). There are two possibilities:

Case 1. There is a /; < 0 such that \\x(tx; (x0, w0))|| = e and ||x(f; (x0, w0))\\ < e

for all t g(í,,0]. Denote by K the number

K = max{\\hx(x,a(x))\\ ■ \\x\\~2: \\x\\ < eand||a(x)|| < /||x||}.

By Lemma 4.1(iii) we conclude that

(8.41) \\x(-tx; (x(tx; (x0,w0)),w(tx; (x0,w0))))\\

,     K   s   {(1 - ctx)2p + 1 - 1} +      ,{1~Ctl)\,   ) '
(2p + l)c^ >      \\x(tx;(x0,w0))\\j

This implies that

(8.42) ||x0|| > b/(l - ctx)2p + \

where

(8.43)      b =    min
(1 + et)

ip + i

o<,<x (K/(2p + l)c){(l + ct)2p+1 - 1} +(1 + ct)"/s

We now study the w component. Define the function v(t) for 0 < t < r, by

v(t) = w(t + tx; (x0,w0)).

(8.44) \\v(t)\\ <eL>'\\ö(x(tx;(x0,wQ)))\\+   ñ|e^<'-T>||M1||l;(T)|| ./r
•'o

< C,Re-á'+ C2Mxi'e-S(,'T)\\v(r)\\dj.

With Gronwall's lemma and (8.40),

(8.45) v(t) < C2Rexp(C2Mx - 8)t < C2Rexp(-8t/2).

So

(8.46) ||w0||< C2Rexp(8tx/2).

From (8.42) and (8.46) we conclude

(8.47) \\aB(x0) - aA(x0)\\ = \\w0\\ < C2Äexp(r3/2c)exp(-r5( Vlk||)1/<2" + 1)/2c);

so if we put

(8.48) Dx = C2Rexp(8/2c)

and

(8.49) D2= -8b1A2p+1)/2c,

then (4.24) is proved.
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Case 2. For all / < 0 we have ||x(f, (x0, w0))|| < e. As in (8.46) we obtain

(8.50) Kit < C2Res'/2

for all / < 0; this implies oA(x0) = aB(x0); so Theorem 4.2 is proved.

Remark. If (x0, w0) is an arbitrary point in the set ||x|| < 2e, \\wQ\\ < R with the

property that the trajectory of (8.21) through this point stays within this set for all

/ < 0, then the estimate (8.50) is valid too, implying w0 = 0. Hence, every center

manifold contains all solutions which are sufficiently small for -oo < t < 0 (see also

[11, Theorem 9.1]).

8.3. Proof of Corollary 4.3. We give the proof for k = 0 only; the proof for

k ^ 1 follows from the same argument. First of all, apply the transformation x = ux,

w = u2 — aA(ux) which changes (2.6) into

(8.51) dx/dt = Lxx + hx(x,w),       dw/dt = L2w + h2(x,w),

with n,(x, w) as in (8.22); we have h2(x,0) = 0. Let Ur, for every r > 0, denote a

neighborhood of radius r around the origin in Bx. Let a > 0 and suppose U2a C U.

From the proof of Theorem 3.1 we conclude that (8.51) can be modified outside Ua

in such a way that {(x, a(x)): x e Bx} is the unique global center manifold of

(8.52) dx/dt = Lxx + g*(x, w),       dw/dt = L2w + g|(x, w),

where ö(x) = aB(x) - aA(x), while g* coincides with g, on Ua X B2. Finally, Theo-

rem 3.1 implies with a(x) g C2(U -* B2) that the modified system still is C1 outside

the origin.

The function ö(x) now satisfies

(8.53)

(dö/dx)[Lxx + gx*(x,ä(x))} = L2ö(x)+g*(x,ö(x)),       x g Bx\{Q}.

For x^Owe can differentiate this expression with respect to x:

(8.54)      g[Llx + gr(x,à(x)),-] + g
dx dw  dx

= L ^r.i + Mr.i + M^r.i
Lldx[ J+   dx U+   3w dx[ J-

Now let the function v(t) satisfy

(9 ^\ do 3gf dgf
(8-55) - = Lxv + -^[v] + —[z],

where

(8.56) z = (dö/dx)[v].

Then from (8.54), (8.55) and (8.56) we obtain

Is *-i\ dz      r     j_ dg* I   1 j. 9g* I   l
(8-57) j - L2z+ —[„] + —[:}.

We consider the set of equations (8.51), (8.55), and (8.57). As in the proof of

Theorem 4.2 we are able to obtain the inequalities for t < 0:

(8-58) \\(z(t),w(t))\\B2XB2^ces"2
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and

(8.59) \\(x(t),v(t))\\BiXBi>b/(l-ct)2p+1,

from which we conclude that there are constants Dx, D2 such that, for all (x, v)

Ua  X   Ua,

(8.60) \\(dö/dx)[v]\\ = \\z\\ < Dxexp(-'D2/\\(x, v)\\W>+»).

Now take v = ||.x||/with/ g Bx, \\f\\ = 1 but otherwise/arbitrary. Then

(8.61)

So

(8.62)

d<L
dx [/] <iwiexp

D-,

|x||1/(2'+1>||(l,/)||1/(2'+1)

2|U||1/(2^D

\\dö/dx\yiB^Bi)<Dxexp(-D2/\\x\\1A2p+1)),

where D2 such that for all x, \\x\\ < a,

(8.63) -b2/2\\x\\1/{2p+1) - log||x|| < -Z)2/||x||1/<2" + 1).

(8.62) implies the continuity of dö/dx on U, which proves the corollary.

8.4. Proof of Theorem 6.1. We use the notation introduced in the proof of

Theorem 6.2 and we start the proof of Theorem 6.1 from equation (6.9). Let Q ■

denote the projection of B onto ker(L - 2-nivf1). Then there is a constant D such

that, for small X and ally, 1 < y < />,

(8.64) |exp(277/>/-1rx) - 1| ||ß^(0)|| < DexTx.

Now let

(8.65) M=sup(rx|||«|||1//)

and

(8.66) V= max(|^|: 1 <y </>}..

Take a neighborhood of 0 in \-space such that, for the corresponding ex,

(8.67) ex<(2^)2,/(* + 1-')

and also

(8.68) M-
*k(ex)

k/t

^DMe1^1/'
2-

VDM,    .(k + i-i)/2i
> —-(«a)2 2t7 a       "      2rt

This is possible because k/l < (k + I - l)/2l and k/l < 1 - l/l. Because |||wx||| = 1

and Qx + • ■ ■ + Q = 1 there is at least oney0 (which may depend on X so we write

70(X)) such that

(8-69) llß^WO)!! > VP-

Hence, there also is an «0(X) such that

(8.70) kîx)îx-*o(M|< vDexTx<£DM(ex)
l-i//
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which implies that, for every pair m, v¡ with m ¥= n0(X) andj + Jo(X),

(8.71) ¡rx - mvj\ > \n0vJn - mv} -{pV/2m)MD(exf~l/'.

Now, suppose that n0> m (the other case is treated similarly). Then

(8.72) \n0vJo - mVj\ >J-k>C£~k> Ç*k/'M-k,

hence, with (8.68),

(8.73) \TX- mVj\>—M(£x) > ^rx(£x)

So

(8.74) 116,^(0)11 < (^f'k~W2 < 1/2/».

This implies that there is a gap of width at least (2p)~x between ||6./o(A)wa(0)II and

the other components of wx(0). From the continuity of ux we conclude that there will

be no jumps iny0(X), which implies thaty0 does not depend on X. Hence, for this

single j0 we have the estimate (8.70) for all X small enough, so the distance between

Tx and the set {nvJ(¡: « an integer} is smaller than (pV/2ir)Dex~X/", which converges

to 0 with X. The actual multiple «0(X) may not be constant because there may be

period-doubling bifurcations in the family ux, this phenomenon is excluded if Tx

happens to be continuous. This completes the proof of (iii).

Next, we prove (i). Let S be a bound on rx for X close to 0. Define C by

(8.75) C = max( \nv, - mVj\: \nv,\ < S + 1 and \mvj\ < S + 1}.

Obviously, there is a constant M such that

(8.76) rx2Ex < M.

Now run the proof of (iii) again, with k = 0 and 1 = 2. For ex small enough, the

same conclusions follow as before. This proves (i).

We finish by proving 6.1(ii). Define Ni = entier^,-1) + 1 (1 ^ i ^ p) and

N = Nx +  ■■■ + Np.

Now study in X space a neighborhood A of 0 such that, for all X G A ( X ¥= 0),

(8.77) (DpV/2rr)£xTx < 1/2N.

Choose Xx from this neighborhood. From (8.64) and (8.69) we conclude that there

are integers n0(Xx) andj0(Xx) such that

(8-78) \TXi - n0(Xx)Vjo(X¡)\ < (PVD/2tt)£xTXi.

There is an interval of length / in the half line T > n0(\x)j>j {X x such that / has

length N ~1 and / does not contain any point of the form hi»,., where « is an integer

and 1 </</>. Suppose that there is a X g A for which Tx is the midpoint of /. Then

again by (8.64) and (8.69) there must be a point nvi such that

(8-79) \TX - nv,\ < (PV/2tt)DexTx < 1/2N.
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This implies that nv, g / which is a contradiction. Hence Tx cannot be the midpoint

of /. By the continuity of Tx on the connected domain A \ {0} we conclude that Tx

is bounded on this domain. This completes the proof of 6.1(ii).

Acknowledgement. The author wishes to express his gratitude for many stimu-

lating discussions with Professors J. J. Duistermaat and W. Eckhaus.
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